
PaMu Slide TWS earbuds is a dual-wheat noise reduction headset equipped with 

Qualcomm Flag ship-class chip QCC3020. Not only have an excellent music quality, 

but it can also act as a wireless charger to charge your phone. For first-time users of 

PaMu Slide earbuds, how do you play music or answer the phone by gesturing and 

touching? Do not worry, here is a detailed PaMu Slide user manual for you. 

  

How to Pairing the PaMu Slide Earbuds? 
The PaMu Slide Earbuds support auto pairing like the common TWS earbuds such 

as AirPods and Xiaomi AirDots. The pairing method is extremely easy with any 

device what you wish to use it with. 

 

 

Step 1: Turn on your mobile phone’s or computer’s Bluetooth 

Step 2: Take the PaMu Slide Earbuds out of the battery box 

Step 3: Search the “PaMu Slide" in your phone or computer ‘s Bluetooth list and 

choose to connect. 

 

 

Then, you are ready to use the PaMu Slide earbuds. 

 



 

How to gesturing the PaMu Slide earbuds? 
The PaMu Slide Earbuds supports touch technology and is very sensitive and 

smooth to operate, and you can enjoy 60 hours of playtime or calling with it. So 

how do you operate music control and answer phone calls with PaMu Slide? Here is 

a brief user guide for you. 

  

PaMu Slide Earbuds Gestures 

L R 

Touch once Touch once 

Play/pause music Play/pause music 

Answer phone call Answer phone call 

Touch twise Touch twise 

Siri assistant Next song 

Call reject Call reject 

Long press Long press 

Volume down Volume increase 

 

 

 

Note:  

●Just by holding your finger on the right earbud, the volume increases while holding 

your finger on the left earbud decreases the volume. Therefore, one doesn’t have to 

touch their phone during a workout. 

●PaMu Slide Earbuds supports single use as well as binaural use, but to for a better 

music experience, binaural use is recommended. 

 


